
WRITING A MASTERS APPLICATION AT THE UNIVERSITY

A personal statement for Masters study is a piece of writing that you submit as part of postgraduate applications are
submitted online directly to the university.

Secondly, if there are too many eligible applicants they will decide who has priority. Show that you're ready
for the demands of postgraduate life by demonstrating your passion, knowledge and experience. Good luck! It
is not good enough just to say that you are committed and motivated; it needs to be very clear why this is true.
These are just some things to consider when you are writing the main body of the personal statement. This
process is mostly conducted online but do check whether the university requires hard copies of your
application. Postgraduate personal statements shouldn't include autobiographical information about your
personal life. Tutors will be able to tell if you're bluffing, and showing yourself up as uninformed could be
costly. Evidence of your communication skills, an indicator of how well you are likely to perform on course
assessments and course requirements in general e. Before you start, read the rules and guidelines provided,
check the selection criteria and research the course and institution. When you have finished writing your
personal statement, use the people around you, including friends, family, and even university services or work
colleagues, to check your grammar and spelling. What relevant experience have you got? The conclusion
should pull together all of your main points and clearly show your desire to study. You need to: carefully read
the information required of you research the course you are applying for, so that you can explain why you
want to study it. However, you could secure a place in the summer for a September start. It also helps why the
University too. You should also include your key skills such as evidence research, negotiation, critical
thinking and organisation, planning and time-management and show how you would be a great addition to the
University. I found myself questioning the cognitive functions and human behaviours I had previously just
accepted, desperate to understand how the unseen and seemingly small entities within the brain could impact
our daily behaviour. Your preparation - address how undergraduate study has prepared you for a postgraduate
courses, mentioning your independent work e. A Masters personal statement can make or break your
application, so you need to make a convincing case for why you deserve a place on the course What is a
personal statement? As with your personal statement, the more tailored your references, the better. Structure
Use a tight structure in your personal statement and make sure each paragraph logically follows on from the
one before. Those reading your personal statement will be looking for: A clear understanding of why you want
to do the course. Once you have applied, you can usually expect to receive a decision within eight weeks. If
this is the case, present your personal statement in a standard font such as Arial, Calibri or Times New Roman,
text size 11 or  How your academic background and work experience will contribute to your ability to get the
most out of the course. Capture the reader's attention with an enthusiastic introduction covering why you want
to study a particular Masters. Write about the skills that set you apart from other candidates and make you
stand out everyone mentions teamwork skills even though they hated working in group projects during
University! Make sure that you include what excites you about the course, what relevant knowledge you may
have, what you would like to learn, and where you hope the course will take you. Do make sure that you think
carefully about your positive qualities and achievements and how they help demonstrate that you will be
successful on the course.


